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AN EXPERIMENTAL FLOW MODEL OF A

CENTRIFUGAL CASTING SYSTEM

Introduction and Background

Centrifugal casting has been a successful technique

for quickly filling molds, but little is understood about

the fluid flow characteristics that occur during filling.

The understanding of these flow characteristics and the

application of this knowledge should improve the quality of

metal parts cast by this process.

Definition of Centrifugal Casting

The main steps of metal casting are straightforward.

First, a mold or vessel is made so that it has a cavity in

the shape to be replicated in metal. This mold is then

filled with molten metal. After it solidifies, the metal

shape is removed from the mold. The resulting metal part

is approximately the same shape as the original cavity in

the mold.

Centrifugal casting uses the same casting process,

but the molten metal is poured while the molds are being

rotated in a centrifuge. The centrifuge is a large tub

rotating about its vertical centerline. The molds are

arranged in the tub far from the axis of rotation so that

they are subjected to a radial acceleration. They are

connected by cylindrical filling tubes called spokes,

similar to spokes of a bicycle wheel, extending outward

radially from a central, vertical cylindrical tube. This

central cylinder is on the axis of rotation and is called

the downsprue. Figures 1 & 2 (pages 10 & 11) show the

molds, spokes, and downsprue and their positions inside the

tub. Molten metal is poured into a funnel called a tundish
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that rests on the top of the downsprue. The metal flows

through the downsprue, out the spokes and into the molds.

Reasons for Using Centrifugal Casting

Centrifugal casting is done as part of a process

that increases the mechanical properties (such as low

temperature yield strength and ultimate yield strength) of

a casting. Rapid metal solidification leads to small grain

size and microstructure which result in improved mechanical

properties. Fast solidification is accomplished by pouring

molten metal into cold molds. This creates a problem when

solidification occurs before the molds are completely

filled. If this is the case in static casting, the mold is

"pressure filled" by centrifugal casting. With this

method, the mold fills more quickly because the molten

metal is subjected to greater acceleration from rotation of

the centrifuge. [1]

Defects Seen in Castings

Defects in cast parts require expensive grinding and

welding to repair. Some of these include; cold shot, cold

shut, no fill, and ceramic wash (in investment casting).

These flaws are caused by problems in filling the mold

and/or problems with solidification. Descriptions of these

defects are given below.

Cold shot- forms when a fluid bead separates from the rest

of the fluid and solidifies. It is re-engulfed in the

molten fluid but does not completely fuse back into the

metal.
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Cold shut- forms when two fluid fronts come together. A

thin skin of solidified metal forms on these fronts. When

they meet they don't fuse together completely, leaving a

line flaw.

No fill- is an area of the mold not filled by metal. The

metal solidifies before it fills the entire mold.

Ceramic wash- occurs when portions of the ceramic shell

used in investment casting are eroded by the molten metal.

Fragments of shell are imbedded in the metal and/or react

with the metal forming gas bubbles which become trapped in

the metal.

All of these casting problems are undesirable and

require a significant amount of time and money to repair.

Factors that Cause Casting Defects

To avoid flaws in the cast part, it is necessary to

understand what causes flaws. Two basic areas of study

that cover many of these problems are heat transfer and

fluid mechanics. Heat transfer influences the speed of

solidification and can cause "no fill" defects. Fluid

mechanics covers turbulent behavior of the fluid when

filling; including oscillation, waves, and jetting. These

fluid behaviors can cause cold shut, cold shot, ceramic

wash, and no fill defects in the castings. No fill is in

this category because the speed of filling is controlled by

fluid mechanics.
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The Fluid Mechanics Problem

For some metals such as titanium alloys, the only

practical technique for melting is the consumable electrode

method. This involves striking an arc between a consumable

titanium electrode and a starting material of the same

composition placed in a water cooled copper crucible. The

molten titanium solidifies on the surface of the crucible

and forms a skull (or shell) that prevents the copper from

being melted by the titanium. This means the metal cannot

be significantly superheated before it is poured.

Solidification occurs quickly and the molds must be filled

rapidly. [1]

An understanding of the fluid mechanics in mold

filling is beneficial in making a fast, smooth fill because

a short fill time is so important.

The combined fluids and heat transfer problems are

so complex that it would be difficult to make progress

trying to tackle them together. If engineers can get a

better idea of the fluid mechanics of the flow going into

the mold, improved gating systems can be designed and the

number and severity of defects in the cast parts can be

decreased.

Objective of this Project

The goal of this project is to better understand the

fluid mechanics aspects of the centrifugal casting process.

Specifically, the centrifugal investment casting of

titanium in an evacuated environment. The fluid flow will

be studied at a gross level; local fluid velocities and

pressures will not be evaluated. This will enable gating
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designers to determine what is a good gating system, what

causes fluid related casting problems and how they can be

overcome.

This study models the casting system as isothermal.

No heat transfer or solid-ification aspects of the process

are considered.

Previous Research

At this time, no published research has been found

that models fluid flow in a centrifugal casting system.

However, research in static casting and other fluid flow

areas have used techniques that were found to be useful in

this situation. These related studies fall into two

categories; numerical and experimental modeling.

Unfortunately, the fluid flow in this type of system

is very difficult to model numerically. It is unsteady,

turbulent, and of various types; including free fall,

closed conduit, and open channel flow. There has been

research in modeling fluid flow in simpler situations.

Hwang et. al. [2] used Bernoulli's and Saint-Venant

equations for modeling gross flow characteristics in closed

conduit and open channel flow, respectively. More detailed

models of flow in complex mold configurations were done by

several researchers (including; Hwang & Stoehr [2], St John

et. al.[3], Debroy & Sychterz [4], and He & Sahai [5])

using the Navier-Stokes equations. The Navier-Stokes

equations were typically solved by computer using finite

element analysis. A discussion of numerical methods used

by these researchers is included in Appendix I. The system

modeled in this project was too complex to attempt detailed

numerical flow calculations.
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The focus of this project was on the experimental

modeling of the centrifugal casting process. A literature

search in this area revealed modeling methods which viewed

the fluid through either transparent or opaque molds.

In the transparent mold experiments, various

visualizing techniques were used. The present project

utilized a method in which a video camera recorded flow of

colored water through a transparent mold. This is a

modification of a similar study done by McCombs [6] using a

movie camera to view flow under static casting conditions.

Recording the flow with a video camera gave gross flow

visualization required for this project. Other methods,

used by He & Sahai [5] and Lutz et. al. [7], visualized

laminar flow and gave detailed information, like the

velocity profiles and pressure distributions. These

methods weren't applicable to this project because of the

turbulent nature of the flow in the present project's

model.

The opaque mold experiments involved either using

the actual mold and molten metal (St John, et. al. [3]) or

a modeling fluid (Hernandez & Hamar [8]). In either case,

only the presence of the fluid was sensed, as no flow

characteristics could be seen (ie. jetting, waves breaking,

fluid fronts converging). These techniques were mainly

used to determine flow type (open channel or closed

conduit), and fill time. The advantage of using the actual

metal to visualize flow is that the system is genuine, not

modeled.

A more detailed discussion of the experimental

methods found in the literature appears in Appendix I.
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Experimental Model

The experimental model used for this project

consisted of using a video camera to record colored water

filling a full scale, transparent mold. The video tapes of

the molds filling were then evaluated to establish mold

fill times and how smoothly the fluid filled the molds.

Water colored with blue food colc=ing was used as

the modeling fluid for this experiment. Water was chosen

because it is non-corrosive, inexpensive and has a

viscosity similar to molten titanium [9,10].

Unfortunately, the surface tension and density of water

differ significantly from those of titanium [10]. Values

for surface tension, density, and viscosity for both water

and titanium are listed in Appendix B. Food coloring was

used to color the water because it did not stain any part

of the plexiglass modeling system.

A full scale version of the system was used because

of the wide variety of flow types seen in the centrifugal

casting model. To have an accurately scaled down version of

the system, the following dimensionless parameters would

have to be matched [11]:

Reynolds number ( LV/v) for closed conduit flow

Froude number ( V /f(gL)) for fully turbulent,

open channel flow

Weber number ( V/Aa/rho L)) for flow where

surface tension is important
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Where: L = Characteristic length

V = Velocity

V= Viscosity

g = Acceleration of gravity

a = Surface tension

Rho = Density

Each of these dimensionless parameters would have

required different model sizes and configurations, so

complete scaling was not a practical approach. The

Reynolds and Froude numbers were approximately satisfied

using a full scale model and water as a modeling fluid

because the viscosities of water and molten titanium are

similar [9,10].

However, the Weber number was not matched by a full

scale model because of the different surface tensions and

densities of the modeling fluid (water) and titanium [11].

Unfortunately, there was no way to correct for these

differences. The experiment was conducted without

modification for surface tension and this fact was

considered while interpreting the results.
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Equipment

There are three categories of equipment used in this

experiment:

- Casting simulation equipment; equipment

corresponding to that used in the actual

casting process.

- Visualization equipment; used to record the

flow.

- Misc. others; used for protection of other

equipment.

This equipment is illustrated in Figs. 1-4.

Dimensioned figures are included in Appendix H.

Casting Simulation Equipment

The centrifuge tub was a steel drum 67.75" in

diameter and 20.25" tall (see Figs. 1 & 2). It was rotated

about its vertical axis of symmetry by a hydraulic motor.

The inside of the tub was painted white as a backdrop for

video taping.

The crucible was a stainless steel drum 22.25"

diameter, and 24" tall. The crucible was mounted on a

fixture and fitted with a hydraulic piston that enabled it

to rotate about an axis shown in Figs. 1 & 2. This tipping

resulted in the pouring of the fluid over its lip. A bead

of RTV silicon was run around the lip of the crucible to

aid the fluid in separating from the crucible edge during

the pour.
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A hydraulic unit supplied the tub and the crucible

with high pressure hydraulic fluid for operation.

The crucible poured fluid into a funnel called the

tundish. It was 18.75" in diameter, 20.25" tall, and made

of 1/4" thick PVC sheet welded together. A nozzle with a

4" diameter opening was positioned at the outlet of the

tundish. See Figs. 1 & 2.

The tundish was flanged at the bottom and rested on

the top of the downsprue, a vertical cylinder 8.125" in

diameter and 19.5" tall. The downsprue was made of clear

plexiglass and had an optional flat or cone shaped bottom.

The cone shaped downsprue bottom is shown in Fig. 1. The

downsprue had six 1.75" diameter, 10" long spokes radiating

from its base. These spokes were either plugged or

connected to spoke extensions. The downsprue was bolted to

the center of the tub so that its centerline was the axis

of rotation.

Spoke extensions connected the downsprue to the

molds. They were 1.75" or 1.25" in diameter and 7"-8.5"

long depending on the style of mold they reached, see Figs.

1 & 2. The spoke extensions were made of plexiglass and

were sealed to the molds and downsprue by RTV silicon

sealant.

Clear plastic molds were made to model the molds

used in casting. Five of these molds were constructed

similarly to their ceramic counterparts in the investment

casting process. A wax pattern was placed inside a

plexiglass tank. Then the tank was filled with a clear

resin, covering the wax pattern. The wax was then melted

out, leaving a cavity in its place.
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The wax pattern (and the cavity left in the mold)

consisted of a "part", the desired output of the metal

casting process (see Fig. 3), and a system of piping to

carry fluid to it, called gating. The gating was of two

styles, center gating and side gating. Center gated molds

had the spoke extension enter the center of the mold. For

side gating molds, the spoke extension entered on one side

of the mold, see Fig. 3. The places where the gating

attached to the "part" were called gate contacts. There

were three sizes of gate contacts used in this experiment,

sized by the variation of one dimension between .75", 1"

and 1.25". The other dimensions of the gate contacts are

shown in Fig. 27 of Appendix H. Five different molds were

constructed to test the effects of various gating styles

and gate contact sizes, see Table 1.

Table 1: Mold Variables

Mold# Gating Style Gate Contact Size

1 Side 0.75"
2 Side 1.0"
3 Side 1.25"
4 Center 0.75"
6 Center 1.25"

Vents were formed in the molds to allow trapped air

to escape. Four of these 0.125" diameter vents were made

in each mold. They ranged in length from 0.5" to 1.5"

long, see Fig. 3.

Drain plugs installed in the molds aided in draining

and cleaning the system. They were 0.5" in diameter and

threaded to mate with tapped holes made in the molds.

Their length was such that when in place, they filled the

entire drain hole, not changing the volume of the mold

cavity.
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Visualization equipment

The camera used in this experiment was a Panasonic

AG-170 Camcorder capable of recording at 30 frames per

second with shutter speeds of 1/30, 1/500, and 1/1000

second. The 1/500 second setting was used for the present

tests because it captured the fluid motion and did'not

require the added amount of light needed for the 1/1000

second setting. The camera had a self contained power

supply so that it was not connected to equipment off the

tub. The camera was positioned lens downward and aligned

radially for testing, see Fig. 4.

A hemispheric (wide angle) lens was used to allow

the camera lens to be close to the mold. A view seen by a

normal lens. at 21" could be seen from 12" with the

hemispheric lens. Some distortion was observed at the

edges of the picture from this lens but it was not

significant enough to hamper results.

The mold was illuminated by four 12 Volt, 75 Watt

quartz projector bulbs. These bulbs were held in fixtures

behind fogged glass. The glass cut down on hot spots (high

light intensity areas) in the camera's view and protected

the bulbs from stray water splashes. The lighting was

powered by a 12 Volt, gel cell, wheel chair battery so that

the entire lighting system was contained on board the tub.

Mirrors were used so that the camera could observe

three views of the mold; the front, top, and side (the

camera's view of the mold is shown in Appendix G). Three

1/8 inch back surfaced mirrors were used, oriented in the

fashion shown in Fig. 4. With back surface mirrors, there

was a slight double image of the subject. This could have
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been avoided by using front surfaced mirrors. However, the

slight improvement in picture quality obtained with front

surfaced mirrors did not seem to be warranted.

A TV monitor connected to the camera aided in

focusing the camera and positioning the mirrors and lights

during the setup stages of the work.

Miscellaneous Equipment

A black plastic shroud was used over the tub,

covering the camera, mirrors and lights. Duct tape was

used to fasten it to the downsprue and tub so that it did

not tear loose while the tub was rotating. The shroud had

two purposes;

- to protect the camera and mirrors from water that

splashed free of the tundish

- to block out room lighting which was distracting

in the video tapes taken when the tub was

rotating.

A support structure was made to hold the camera,

mirrors and lights. It was fabricated out of slotted steel

angle. The angle provided a structure that could be

adapted to many viewing situations. The structure was

placed over a single mold and bolted to the tub during

testing. A photograph of this structure is included in

Appendix H, Fig. 31.

Colored water used in the testing was drained from

the molds and tub into a 55 gallon drum. It was recycled

for other runs by pumping it from this storage drum back

into the crucible.
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Testing Variables

Testing involved varying parameters to see their

effects on the filling of the molds. These parameters

included; mold variables, spoke diameter, downsprue bottom

shape and rpm.

The mold variables were gate contact area (.75",

1.0", and 1.25"), and style of gating. The style of the

gating was either side gating (the spoke entered the gating

at the side of the mold), or center gating (the spoke

entered the gating in the center of the mold), see Fig. 3.

The spoke diameter was either 1.25" or 1.75".

The downsprue bottom was either flat or an inverted

cone. (see Fig. 1)

The rpm setting was 60 or 120 rpm. Runs were not

performed at higher rpm because the camera failed to

operate properly above 150 rpm (accelerated to about 8

times gravity).
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Test Procedure

A specific testing procedure was followed during

each run. A detailed account of this procedure is included

in Appendix F. Each run was done with all five molds

attached to the spokes. Only one mold was video taped per

run.

Each setting of parameters was run twice, with a

total of 40 runs made. Variable settings for each run are

given in Table 2 (page 24).
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Evaluation of Runs

The next step after recording the runs was to

evaluate them. In order to make this easier, the video

tapes were slowed down to about 1/10th their original

speed. This enabled the video tapes to be viewed clearly

in slow motion on a standard VCR.

Slowing Down the Video Tapes

The video taped runs were slowed down by recording

the 1/2" VHS tape onto 1" tape. During this process a time

bar was dubbed onto the 1" tape which displayed time,

counting in 1/30th seconds. Then the 1" tape was played

back at slow speed and recorded by a VHS recorder.

Fill Time and "Roughness" Ratings

Two forms of evaluations were done on each run, the

fill time and the "roughness" of the fill. Fill time was

the time required to fill the entire mold cavity. The fill

time of a mold would be important when the casting metal

has little superheat and "no fill" defects are commonplace

(the metal solidifies before the part is entirely filled).

"Roughness" of the pour was a description of the flow

patterns seen during the filling. The "roughness" rating

gave an indication of casting defects likely to occur in

various situations.

The fill time was determined by subtracting the time

of fluid entry from the time when the mold was full. There

was some error associated with the fill time measurements

because fluid left some of the molds through vents before

they were entirely full. This resulted in exaggerated fill
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times. Table 2 (page 24) gives fill times for all

centrifugal runs.

The "roughness" of the pour was a rating developed

to rank flow characteristics of the various runs with

respect to each other. Each run was observed several times

to gain familiarity with the typical types of flow

occurring in the molds. Next, categories were chosen to

describe most of the flow characteristics. These

categories were;

-oscillation; oscillation of the fluid body inside

the mold which could cause cold shut defects.

-surface waves; waves which travel along the fluid

surface inside the mold that could cause cold

shut defects.

-jetting; fluid that is sprayed through the gate

contacts as it enters the part which could

cause cold shot defects.

- bubbles; air trapped in the gating which escapes

through the fluid in the mold which could cause

no fill defects.

- breaking waves; surface waves that form a crest and

break into a spray which could cause cold shot

and cold shut defects.

Each of the 40 runs were rated from 0 to 1 in each

of these categories, 0 implying that the characteristic did

not occur, and 1 meaning that it was the worst observed in

any of the runs. The runs were rated in this fashion

several times until the ratings became consistent. These

ratings are listed along with fill times in Table 2.
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Each of the characteristics were then rated in

relative importance to the others. This was important

because some flow patterns observed in this model would be

more likely to occur in the actual casting situation than

others. For example, bubbles would not be as prevalent in

an actual vacuum pour, but they were present in this

experiment. For this reason, the characteristic of

"bubbles" was rated less prominently than a category that

would occur in a vacuum, like oscillation. The "breaking

wave" category was also downgraded because in many cases,

breaking waves were caused by bubbles. Best estimates were

made for the weights.

The weights assigned to the "roughness" categories

are given below:

Bubbles = .50

Breaking waves = .75

Surface waves = 1.00

Oscillation = 1.00

Jetting = 1.00

Finally, each run was given a score that resulted

from a weighted sum of its scores in the flow

characteristic categories. These total scores are listed

in Table 2.

It is important to note that the choice of weights

for the roughness categories significantly affects the

analysis of the total roughness ratings.
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Results

The results from this experiment are:

1. Fill times for each run

2. "Roughness" rankings

Data for these two categories are presented in Table

2. The data collected from viewing the video taped runs

were tested for statistically significant trends by

analysis of variance. This method tests hypotheses based

on the effects of several independent variables on a

dependant variable. The analysis of variance was done

using Statgraphics, a computer software package.

The analysis of variance tested to see if two sets

of data were significantly different from each other or

whether they could have been from the same data set. This

test was done by evaluating a "signal to noise ratio". The

"signal" is the difference in mean values of the two data

sets. The "noise" value in this ratio is a pooled variance

of all of the data collected in the test multiplied by a

weighting factor based on how many samples were taken for

the two groups of data being compared. The formal name for

this pooled variance is "mean square error". The "signal

to noise" ratio is called "T" and was compared to a normal

"t" distribution. From this comparison, the "level of

significance" (alpha) was determined which indicated the

probability of accepting the predicted hypothesis when it

was actually incorrect (called a type I error). In this

study, the level of significance is expressed as a percent,

the smaller the percent, the more likely it is that the

hypothesis is true. See Appendix C for a more detailed

description of the analysis and an example calculation.



Table 2:

Run Mold

Description of Centrifugal Runs,
Fill Times, and Roughness Ratings

Gating Speed Spoke D.sprue Fill
Style Diam. Bottom Time

(rpm) (inches) (sec)
Oscil-
lation

Surface
Waves

Roughness
Breaking

Waves

Ratings
Jetting Bubbles Total

3 '6 Center 60 1.75 Flat 1.63 1 1 1 0 1 3.25
4 6 Center 60 1.75 Flat 1.8 0.75 1 1 0 1 3.00
5 4 Center 60 1.75 Flat 1.67 0 0.25 1 0 1 1.50
6 4 Center 60 1.75 Flat 1.8 0.25 1 1 0 1 2.50
7 1 Side 60 1.75 Flat 2.13 0.25 0.25 0 1 0 1.50
8 1 Side 60 1.75 Flat 1.8 0.25 0.25 0 0.5 0 1.00

9 3 Side 60 1.75 Flat 2.03 0.75 0 0 0.25 0 1.00
10 3 Side 60 1.75 Flat 2.03 0.75 0 0 0.5 0 1.25
11 2 Side 60 1.75 Flat 2.03 0.25 0.25 0 0.25 0 0.75
12 2 Side 60 1.75 Flat 2.3 0.75 0.25 0 1 0 2.00
13 2 Side 120 1.75 Flat 2.67 0.75 0.25 0 0.5 0.25 1.63
14 2 Side 120 1.75 Flat 2.4 0.75 0 0 0.5 0 1.25
15 3 Side 120 1.75 Flat 2.17 0.75 0 0 0.5 0 1.25
16 3 Side 120 1.75 Flat 1.8 0.75 0.25 0 0.5 0 1.50
17 1 Side 120 1.75 Flat 1.67 0.75 0.25 0 0.25 0 1.25
18 1 Side 120 1.75 Flat 1.6 1 0.25 0 0.25 0 1.50
19 4 Center 120 1.75 Flat 1.67 0 0.25 0 0 1 0.75
20 4 Center 120 1.75 Flat 1.77 0 0.5 1 0 1 1.75
21 6 Center 120 1.75 Flat 2 0.25 0.25 0.75 0 1 1.56
22 6 Center 120 1.75 Flat 2.37 0.25 0 0.75 0 1 1.31
24 6 Center 120 1.75 Cone 2.2 0.5 0.25 0.5 0 1 1.63
25 6 Center 120 1.75 Cone 2.17 0.5 0.25 0.5 0 0.5 1.38
26 6 Center 60 1.75 Cone 1.53 0.25 0.25 1 0 1 1.75
27 6 Center 60 1.75 Cone 1.9 0.25 1 1 0.25 1 2.75
28 3 Side 60 1.75 Cone 1.6 0.5 0.25 0 1 0 1.75
29 3 Side 60 1.75 Cone 2.17 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.5 0 2.56
30 3 Side 120 1.75 Cone 1.83 0.5 0.25 0 0.5 0 1.25
31 3 Side 120 1.75 Cone 1.83 0.75 0.25 0 0.5 0 1.50
32 3 Side 60 1.25 Flat 1.73 0.5 0.25 0 0.75 0 1.50
33 3 Side 60 1.25 Flat 1.77 0.75 0.5 0.75 1 0 2.81
34 3 Side 120 1.25 Flat 1.87 0.5 0 0 0.75 0.25 1.38
35 3 Side 120 1.25 Flat 2.17 0.5 0.25. 0 0.75 0 1.50
36 6 Center 120 1.25 Flat 1.23 0.25 0.5 0 0 0 0.75
37 6 Center 120 1.25 Flat 1.27 0.25 0 0.25 0 0 0.44
38 6 Center 60 1.25 Flat 1.47 0 0.75 0 0 1 1.25 w
40 6 Center 60 1.25 Flat 1.57 0.25 0.5 0 0 0.5 1.00 .0.
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The analyses of variance calculations tested for two

types of trends:

1. Main effects; one independent variable affected

the dependant variable (i.e. center gated molds

show less oscillation than side gated molds).

In this example, the gating style was the

independent variable, and the oscillation was

the dependant variable it influenced.

2. 2-factor interactions; two independent factors

acted together to influence the dependant

variable (i.e. spokes 1.25" in diameter filled

center gated molds faster than side gated

molds). In this example, the fill time was a

function of both the gating style and the spoke

diameter.

Analyses were completed for the dependant variables:

1. 1/(Fill time)

2. Oscillation

3. Bubbles

4. Jetting

5. Surface waves

6. Breaking waves

7. Roughness (a weighted composite of

variables 2-6).

The inverse of fill time was analyzed because the

constant variance assumptions of this analysis were more

closely met by the inverse fill time than the fill time

itself. The 2-factor interactions of spoke diameter/gate
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contact, downsprue bottom/gate contact, and spoke diameter/

downsprue bottom were not tested because of a lack of data

in these areas. Tables 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, and 17 in

Appendix D give significance levels for the main effects

and 2 factor interactions observed in the collected data.

Tables 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18 give the mean values of

each of these effects and the corresponding 95% confidence

range.

Significant trends (alpha < 5%) and general

observations are summarized below, with possible

explanations of their occurrence. All significant main

effects and 2-factor interactions are plotted in Figs. 9-23

in Appendix E.

General Observations

Center gated molds filled symmetrically with respect

to their centerline while side gated molds filled

asymmetrically. The fluid surfaces inside the molds at a

given elevation were typically at a constant radius from

the axis of rotation (see Fig. 5). Center gated molds were

centered on the spoke so they filled symmetrically. Side

gated molds were offset to the side of the spoke, so the

end of the side gated molds at the greatest radius filled

first.

General Trends

The asymmetric filling of side molds and differences

in the gating configurations between side and center gated

molds influenced the dependant variables. These affects

are discussed in the paragraphs below.



Typical Side Gated Mold

Axis of Centrifuge Rotation

Typical Center Gated Mold

,- Line of Constant Radius. .. /. /. .
!pilau. 1,.!

..

Centrifuge Tub

Note: Cross hatched areas imply
Figure 5: Fluid Surfaces During Filling of Molds fluid filled parts of the molds.
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The vents were located so that they allowed fluid to

escape from side gated molds before the entire mold was

filled. This problem was caused by the asymmetric filling

of the side gated molds and is discussed above in the

general observations section. This resulted in longer fill

times for side gated molds.

Another result of the asymmetric filling of side

gated molds was that one of the gate contacts remained open

during part of the fill time. This gate acted as a channel

allowing air to exit without having to travel through the

fluid in the mold. In center gated molds, all of the gate

contacts were filled with fluid immediately, forcing

trapped air to flow through the fluid in the molds. These

problems affected all variables linked to air being forced

through the molds. There were more bubbles, breaking

waves, surface waves in center gated molds than in side

gated molds. The bubbles in the fluid also may have caused

pulsing of the fluid into the molds interspaced with air

bubbles which may have affected the fill time of center

gated molds (this was not shown by the data as a

significant trend).

Flow was divided in the center gated molds by a tee.

Side gate molds have an elbow that redirects the flow, but

all the flow remains in one channel. The division of flow

in center gating causes a lower fluid velocity than in side

gating. This results in a lower fluid velocity entering

the molds. The tee in center gating also resulted in more

frictional losses than the elbow of side gating (typical

loss coefficients for a tee and elbow are 1.5 and .75,

respectively [13]). This resulted in less oscillation, and

jetting for center gated molds than for side gated molds.
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The higher (120 rpm) rotation rate of the centrifuge

tended to damp the occurrence of breaking waves, surface

waves, and bubbles which lead to a lower roughness than was

seen in the runs made at 60 rpm. The greater centrifugal

force exerted on the fluid at 120 rpm compared to 60 rpm

made the fluid in the mold more closely maintain the

constant radius profile.

The larger, 1.75" spokes held twice the air volume

of the 1.25" spokes. When the downsprue filled with fluid

at the beginning of the pour, that amount of air was

trapped in the spokes and gating, and forced to leave the

system through the molds. This had little effect on side

gated molds because of the available gate contact for

venting of air. For center gated molds, the trapped fluid

interfered with the fluid flow causing longer fill times,

more roughness, oscillation, bubbles, and breaking waves

for pours made with the 1.75" spokes than for 1.25" spokes.

In general, side gated molds were not sensitive to

the different spoke diameters and rpm settings. Roughness,

1/(fill time), bubbles, surface and breaking waves were not

affected by changes in spoke diameter or rpm settings when

side gated molds were used. All of these dependant

variables were likely caused by air in the system. Side

gated molds were not sensitive because trapped air was able

to escape from the gating through the open gate contact

before it interfered with the flow entering the molds.

No significant trends appeared for the downsprue

bottom variable.
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Problems with this Model

Two major modeling inaccuracies appeared during the

experiment that affected the results. These are;

1. The presence of air in the system

2. Untimely venting

The presence of air caused problems throughout the

system, possibly affecting many of the trends listed in the

last section. It is also suspected that the presence of

air was the major cause of inconsistencies in results

between pairs of runs. Early venting was a major cause of

exaggerated fill times of side gated molds.

These major problems with the experimental model

make it difficult to interpret what the system would

actually do without air and venting effects. The

recommended gating practices listed below are only best

estimates of the configurations that would give the best

casting results.

General Gating Applications from the Findings

A recommended general gating practice can be

sketched out from the trends cited above and general

observations made during testing.

Center gating is recommended over side gating for

the best overall roughness rating and fill time. The 1.25"

spoke diameter and 120 rpm should be used along with the

center gated molds. This testing configuration should give

fewer defects caused by long fill time, oscillation, and

jetting.
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If bubbles and their affects are a problem, the

roughness weight among the categories may be changed to

reflect this and a different recommendation could result.

Molds should be "back filled" whenever possible.

This means that the fluid should be slowed in the gating

system before it reaches the mold. This is done by placing

the gating at a greater rotational radius than the part.

The fluid body collected in the gating would tend to slow

down incoming fluid, as would the change in flow direction

required in the gating.

.Molds should be filled through as large and as few

gate contacts as possible. This is to lessen the number of

fluid fronts colliding and the velocity of the fluid

entering the part. These contacts should be located at the

largest possible rotational radius. This means that areas

of smaller radius should be filled by fluid coming through

the part, not through external gating.

External gating should be used if the mold cavity is

too narrow to carry adequate flow to fill regions at

smaller rotational radius. This external gating should be

designed, using small diameter passages or orifices, so

that the fluid in it is delayed to match the progress of

the filling in the mold.

The mold should be oriented so that its shortest

dimension is along a line of constant rotational radius.

This reduces the fluid surface area inside the mold and

lessens the presence of surface wave action and oscillation

in the mold. If filling time is very critical this step

may not be practical because it would tend to increase fill

time.
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The spokes and gating should be tapered in the

direction of flow. This procedure would do two things;

first, it would allow for the reduction of diameter due to

fluid solidification on passage surfaces during the pour,

and second, it would reduce the volume of gas trapped in

the spoke and possibly reduce casting defects caused by

bubbles.
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Follow up Experiments

Several follow up experiments were run to confirm

the gating design suggestions offered in the previous

section, and to explore the effects of air on the pouring

system. The following types of follow up experiments were

performed:

1. The mold was reoriented so that its filling

followed the recommended practices in the above

section as nearly as possible.

2. The molds were tested under static conditions.

3. The downsprue was observed during filling.

4. Anti-foam material was added to the water.

5. Various parts of the system were evacuated with

hopes of eliminating the air entrapment

problem.

Reorientation of the Mold

The general gating design suggestions offered above

were tested by repositioning a side gated mold so that it

more closely fit them.

The only changes that were made in the general

testing apparatus involved the mold reorientation. The

mold was rotated 90 degrees clockwise from its original

position, see Fig. 6. This required a longer spoke

extension (14 ") with a 90 degree elbow on the end to reach

the mold. Vents on the front side of the mold were plugged

and a new 1/8" diameter one was drilled in the end of the

mold. Also, the mold plug was left out during testing to

give more vent area.



Mold 2

Crucible
1

Mold 6

Mold 1

Mold 4

Tundish

90 Degree Elbow

Mold 3 (Reoriented)

Figure 6: Top View of Reoriented Mold in Position
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The mold used in this test was a side gated mold

with 1.25" gated contacts (mold 3). The spoke extension

diameter was 1.75" and a flat downsprue bottom was used.

Two tests were run at each of the speeds 60 and 120 rpm.

Fill time and roughness ratings for these runs are

listed in Table 3.

Table 3: Fill Times and Roughness Ratings for the
Reoriented Mold.

Run RPM Fill Time
(sec)

Roughness Ratings
Bubbles Surf. Waves Oscill.

1 60 2.83 0.75 1.00 0.25
2 60 3.53 0.25 0.25 0.50
3 120 5.00 0.00 0.25 0.25
4 120 5.00 0.00 0.00 0.25

The most obvious result of these tests was the

greatly increased filling time compared to the original

orientation of the part. There was no jetting or breaking

waves for any of the pours. Bubbles occurred only in molds

run at 60 rpm and surface waves were slightly greater in

the 60 rpm pours than in the 120 rpm pours.

Static Pours

For the sake of completeness, filling of the molds

was also observed under static conditions.

All of the molds were tested twice using 1.75" spoke

extensions, and one mold was tested two more times with the

smaller 1.25" spoke. No changes in the apparatus were made

from the centrifugal pours other than that the tub was not

rotated.
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The results of this test were not conclusive.

Unfortunately the vent holes were located too low on the

front of the mold to let all of the trapped air escape.

This meant that the molds never filled completely and the

fill time could not be determined.

The flow observed in the side and center gated

showed the same patterns of filling. No differences were

observed.

View of Downsprue During Pouring

The downsprue was viewed during static and

centrifugal runs in hopes of determining the source of

inconsistencies in fill time and roughness data between

pairs of runs.

The camera was mounted so that it viewed the bottom

of the downsprue. Otherwise, the apparatus was left the

same as for the centrifugal tests. Tests were done with

the 1.75" spokes and both the cone and flat downsprue

bottoms. Two runs were completed under static conditions

and one at 60 rpm.

The video tapes taken of the downsprue bottom led to

several findings. Air bubbles were entrained in the water

at the bottom of the downsprue. This caused the fluid to

flow out the spokes interspersed with air bubbles. The

video tape also showed that the fluid falling into the

downsprue falls to the side away from the crucible. This

fluid hits the downsprue bottom and splashes up,

interfering with the incoming flow. Finally, no difference

was seen between flat and cone downsprue bottoms.
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This test illustrated that for accurate modeling of

an evacuated system, the air must be removed from the water .

in the system. This led to the next two tests; addition of

an anti-foam agent, and vacuum tests.

Addition of Anti-foam Agent

Anti-foam agent, called Bio-Guard, was added to the

fluid to reduce the amount of trapped air. The downsprue

was again observed during two pours.

The only visual differences between pours with and

without anti-foam was that the amount of foam left on the

water surface was reduced. It did not change the amount of

trapped air in the fluid.

Evacuation of the Downsprue and Mold

A vacuum test was conducted to determine if

evacuating various parts of the system would help eliminate

trapped air. The first vacuum tests were done with the

downsprue and mold evacuated and the tundish open to

atmospheric pressure.

There were major modifications to the equipment for

these tests. A 0.006" thick aluminum diaphragm was placed

between the tundish and the downsprue. It was held in

place by a set a two concentric 0-rings and a circle of 6

bolts. Only one of the test molds was attached to the

spoke system; all but one of the other spokes were plugged.

The remaining spoke was connected to a vacuum pump used to

evacuate the system. A pressure gage was used to monitor

the pressure in the downsprue before and during filling.
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The existing mold vents were plugged and new ones

made in the top of the mold. These were connected to a 3

gallon tank which was evacuated along with the rest of the

system. The purpose of the tank was to act as a receptor

for part of the air that would be trapped in the mold as it

filled with water.

Nine liters of water were placed in the tundish,

above the diaphragm. Two cameras were used to record the

pour. One looked at the mold as in previous tests. The

other viewed the downsprue.

A spear was constructed out of stainless steel sheet

metal to puncture the diaphragm and initiate the pour.

The testing procedure was to:

a) Evacuate the downsprue to 27" mercury (the limit

of the vacuum pump)

b) Valve off the vacuum pump from the system

c) Fill the tundish with water

d) Turn on the cameras

e) Puncture the diaphragm.

There was a considerable pressure difference across

the diaphragm between the atmosphere and the vacuum. This

caused the water to be thrown into the evacuated system

with great force when the diaphragm was punctured. The

resulting flow moved very quickly into the downsprue,

spoke, and mold. This flow did not seem to be similar to

fluid poured from a crucible. This led to the decision to

evacuate the tundish as well as the downsprue and the mold.
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Evacuation of the Tundish, Downsprue, and Mold

A new tundish was constructed for this experiment

because the existing tundish was judged not sturdy enough

to withstand evacuation. It consisted of a fiberglass

cylindrical tank fitted with a tee at the top and a flange

at the bottom, see Fig. 7. The flanged end was placed on

the diaphragm with a rubber gasket in between. The tee was

oriented as shown in Fig. 7. The vacuum line entered the

branch of the tee and the shaft of the diaphragm spear

entered the straight section. Both of these connections

were made through rubber stoppers. A 0.0005" thick

aluminum foil diaphragm was used.

The only variation in procedure from the other

vacuum tests was that after the tundish was filled with

water, it was evacuated along with the downsprue and mold.

The pressures on each side of the diaphragm were then equal

except for the small head of the water.

The diaphragm was punctured from outside of the

tundish by pushing the shaft of the spear through the tee

at the top of the modified tundish.

The aluminum diaphragm punctured and tore well

enough to allow a high flow rate through it. This closely

modeled the flow poured from a crucible.

There was enough air trapped in the mold to damp the

fluid filling the mold. This occurred even though the mold

was connected to the evacuated vent tank.

Leaks in the mold were also a problem. These leaks

allowed air bubbles to enter the fluid as it filled the
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Figure 7: Side View of Equipment for Evacuated Tundish,
Downsprue, and Molds Tests
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mold, disrupting the filling of the cavity. It was very

difficult to seal these holes because of the mold

construction.
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Recommendations

Recommendations for Further Modeling

In order to get a more realistic model of crucible

pouring and to eliminate the effects of air in the system,

it is recommended that a vacuum tank be constructed to

contain the entire testing apparatus. This way, the mold

doesn't have to be vacuum tight and may be vented. Other

alternatives are that the mold be constructed in a*

different manner, free of air leaks, and that a much larger

vent tank be used to accommodate a larger volume of air.

A more accurate testing of mold fill times would

result if a method was developed to prevent water from

exiting the molds through air vents.

The fluid properties (surface tension and density)

of a different modeling fluid would have made this

experiment more realistic. Mercury or a low melting

temperature solder are examples of such fluids. This

experiment was not set up to receive these fluids so they

could not be used.

Recommendations for Gating Practices

The following tentative recommendations reflect the

suggested gating practices based on the results of this

experiment. Each of these suggestions are explained in

more detail earlier in the text.

1. Use the center gating style along with 1.25"

spokes and 120 rpm.
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2. Molds should be "back filled" whenever possible.

3. Molds should be filled through as large and as

few gate contacts as possible.

4. External gating should be used if the mold

cavity is too narrow to carry adequate flow to

fill regions at smaller rotational radius.

5. The mold should be oriented so that its shortest

dimension is along a line of constant

rotational radius.

6. The spokes and gating should be tapered in the

direction of flow.
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Appendix A: Nomenclature

Anti-foam agent-A chemical used to reduce foam in hot tubs.

It is called BioGuard and made by BIO-LAB, Inc., Decatur,

GA, 30031, USA.

Back filling-Method of filling molds in which the gating is

located at a greater rotational radius that the part. This

forces the fluid to fill the gating before it enters the

part.

Center gating-A gating style in which the spoke enters the

center of the mold as opposed to the side.

Centrifugal casting-Casting done in a centrifuge to expose

the molten metal to an acceleration greater than gravity.

Ceramic wash-A casting defect that occurs when portions of

the ceramic shell are eroded by molten metal. Fragments of

shell become imbedded in the metal and/or react with the

metal forming gas bubbles trapped in the metal.

Cold shot-A casting defect that forms when a fluid bead

separates from the rest of the fluid and solidifies. It is

re-engulfed in the molten fluid but does not completely

fuse back into the metal.

Cold shut-A casting defect that forms when two fronts come

together. A thin skin of solidified metal forms on these

fronts. When they meet, they don't fuse together

completely, leaving a line flaw in the casting.

Consumable electrode method-A technique used to melt metal

in preparation for casting. This method involves striking
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an arc between a consumable electrode and a water cooled

copper crucible. The molten metal forms a scull (or shell)

in the bottom of the crucible that separates the molten

metal from the copper crucible. Metal cannot be super

heated with this method.

Crucible-A large kettle in which metal is melted for the

actual casting process. The modeling fluid was held in the

crucible for the present project. The crucible is tipped,

and the fluid held inside is poured over its lip.

Defect-Any imperfection in a casting.

Downsprue-A vertical, circular cylinder located on the axis

of rotation of the centrifuge. It is the connection

between the tundish and the spokes.

Downsprue bottom-The bottom of the downsprue. In the

present experiment, two shapes were used; a flat disc, and

a flat disc with a cone.

Drain plug-A plug that closes off the drain hole of a mold,

sized to fit the length of the drain hole.

Fill time-The length of time it takes for a given mold to

fill with fluid.

Finite element method-A method for solving partial

differential equations that involves dividing the problem

domain into a mesh of elements and nodes and solving for an

approximate solution for the variable involved.

Fogged glassTranslucent glass placed in front of the

quartz projector lights used in the present experiment.
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Its purpose was to diffuse the light and protect the bulbs.

Free fall flow-Flow that is not in contact with any surface

and accelerated by gravity.

Froude number-A nondimensional number that relates includes

velocity, gravity, and length for systems involving gravity

and inertia forces. Examples of systems that the Froude

number would describe are; flow of fluid through open

channels, forces of a stream on a bridge pier, flow over a

spillway.

Gate contacts-The entrance passages to the part inside the

mold. They connect the part to the gating.

Gating-Flow passages that carry the fluid from the spoke to

the part.

Gating style-The type of gating used for a mold, either

side or center; describing where the spoke enters the mold.

Grain size-The size of regions of a metal where atoms are

oriented identically in an lattice.

Hemispheric lens-A wide angle lens used on the camcorder.

Hot spots-Areas of high light intensity seen by the video

recorder. The camera adjusts for these bright areas,

making the remainder of the picture look dark.

Investment casting-Also called the lost wax method. It is

a method of casting where a wax replica (pattern) of an

object is coated with ceramic. The wax is melted out from

inside the ceramic leaving a ceramic shell. This shell is
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then filled with molten metal. After the metal cools, the

ceramic is removed to give a metal object in the form of

the original wax pattern.

Jetting-Fluid spraying through the gate contacts at it

enters the part.

Loss coefficients-A constant that is multiplied by the

kinetic energy term of the Bernoulli's equation to

represent the minor head losses due to a fitting in the

flow path.

Modified tundish-A circular cylinder used in the vacuum

tests, replacing the traditional funnel shaped tundish (see

Fig. 7). This tundish was able to withstand evacuation.

Mold-A clear plastic replica of the ceramic shells used in

investment casting. A mold has a cavity which is in the

form of a "part" and gating.

No fill-A casting defect where an area of the mold is not

filled by metal. The metal solidifies before it fills the

entire mold.

Numerical modeling-Approximation of the governing

differential equations in which simple algebraic

expressions can be solved for small volumes of the flow to

evaluate the flow field. Two examples of this are the

finite difference method and the finite element method.

Open channel flow-Flow that is not completely enclosed by

solid boundaries (i.e. it has a free surface).
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Oscillation-Fluctuation of the fluid body inside the mold.

Part-The part of the mold cavity that would be the end

product in a casting operation.

Pour-A run of the experiment. A pour of fluid from the

crucible.

Roughness-A weighted sum of categories used to rate the

flow characteristics of a run. These characteristics were;

oscillation, surface waves, jetting, bubbles, and breaking

waves.

RTV silicone sealant-A silicone gasket material used to

seal sections of the plexiglass test equipment together.

Run-One go through of the experiment. A pour. One pour

from the crucible.

Scull-A shell of solidified metal formed inside the

crucible. The scull prevents the crucible from being

melted and contaminating the metal being poured.

Shroud-A black plastic skirt that covered the top of the

centrifuge tub during pours. Duct tape was used to secure

it to the downsprue and the rim of the tub. Its purpose

was to protect the mirrors and camera from stray water and

to block the room lighting from the camera's view.

Side gating-A style of gating in which the spoke enters the

mold at the side, as opposed to the center.

Spear-A poker used to puncture the diaphragm in vacuum

pours. It is pictured in Fig. 7.
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Spoke diameter-The inside diameter of the spoke extensions.

Spoke extensions-Plexiglass cylindrical tubes through which

flow reaches the molds. These connect to the end of the

spokes.

Spokes-Plexiglass cylindrical tubes radiating outward from

the downsprue. The spokes are either connected to molds by

spoke extensions or plugged.

Super heated-Heating a metal above its melting point.

"t" test-A statistical measure of the difference in the

means of two samples compared to the mean squared error

observed in the experiment.

Time bar-A block recorded onto the video tapes that counts

time in 1/30th seconds.

Tundish-A funnel that directs fluid falling from the

crucible down into the downsprue.

Vent tank-A tank connected to the mold vents to absorb some

of the air trapped in the molds during vacuum tests.

Waves-Waves traveling along the surface of the fluid inside

the mold.

Wax pattern-A replica of the metal product of investment

casting. It is also the shape of the cavity inside the

ceramic and plastic molds.
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Appendix B: Fluid Properties

Density:

Water @ 25°C = 0.997075 gm/ml

Titanium @ 1675°C = 4.11-4.15 gm/ml

[10]

[10]

Surface tension:

Water @ 25°C = 71.97 dynes/cm [10]

Titanium @ 1725°C = 1460-1650 dynes/cm [10]

Viscosity:

Water @ 25°C = 0.8904 cp (0.893012 cst) [10]

Titanium @ 1690°C = 1.01 cst

1760°C = 0.60 cst

1817°C = 0.44 cst

1950°C = 0.23 cst

2110°C = 0.15 cst [9]
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Appendix C: Analysis of Variance Description and Example

Description of the Analysis of Variance Test:

The analysis of variance test is used to determine

how probable it is that a hypothesis (ie. molds are filled

faster by a 1.25" spoke than a 1.75" spoke) is correct.

This test is basically a measure of the signal to noise

ratio, "T", of two groups of data. The signal is the

difference in means of two sets of data, and the noise is

the weighted, mean standard error observed for the

experiment. The signal to noise ratio is compared to a

standard "t" distribution and a significance level is

estimated. This significance level gives the probability

(in percent) of accepting the hypothesis when it is not

true.

Statgraphics computes that analysis of variance for

multiple independent variables. It's output covers main

effects and 2-factor interactions; and includes, mean

values of the dependent variable at each independent

variable, confidence interval around the mean, significance

levels, mean square error, number of samples for each

configuration, and degrees of freedom for the test. The

Statgraphics output is included in Tables 5-18 in Appendix

D. The 2-factor interactions and main effects are plotted

in Figs. 9-23 in Appendix E.

The equations used for the Analysis of Variance test:

The mean standard error (MSE) is a measure of the

variance in all of the samples tested. For this project

there were 40 runs made, so 40 samples.
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The signal to noise ratio "T" is:

T = X - Y
ASE (1/m + 1/n)

where X = the mean of data set 1

Y = the mean of data set 2

m = number of samples in data set 1

n = number of samples in data set. 2

The degrees of freedom (DOF) of the test is:

DOF = Total number of samples - number of estimates

made

For this project, DOF=21

"T" and the DOF are then looked up in Table 4 or

Fig. 8 to determine a significance level.

If a 2-factor interaction was significant, the main

effects associated with it were examined further to

identify the actual trend.

Example of a "t" test calculation:

Using the 1/(fill time) data for tests run at 1.25" and

1.75" spokes:

let X = mean 1/(fill time) of all pours performed with

1.25" spokes

= .632 1/sec

Y = mean 1/(fill time) of all pours performed with

1.75" spokes

= .523 1/sec
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m = number of runs done with 1.25" spokes

= 9

n = number of runs done with 1.75" spokes

= 28

DOF = 21

MSE = .00412 (see the last entry in column "Mean

square" in the Statgraphics output)

T = .632 - .523
1(.00412*(1/8 + 1/28))

= 4.24

Interpolating from Table 4; the level of

significance (alpha) is less than 0.05%. Statgraphics

calculated it to be .12%.



Table 4: Levels of Significance
for "t" Test

alpha (%)

and "T"
Calculations with 21 DOF

T

40 0.257
30 0.532
25 0.686
20 0.859
10 1.323
5 1.721
2.5 2.08
1.0 2.518
0.5 2.831
0.25 3.135
0.1 3.527
0.05 3.819

56
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Appendix D: Mean Values, Levels of Significance and

Confidence Intervals for all Main Effects and 2-Factor

Interactions.

Tables 5-18 show the output from the Statgraphics

program. Information about main effects and 2-factor

interactions included in these tables are:

- Average values

- The significance levels

-95% confidence interval about the average values

- The number of samples for each effect (called

"Count" in the "Table of Means...").

-MSE (mean square error) the last entry in the "Mean

square" column in the "Analysis of Variance..."

tables.

- F-ratio which is the square of the T values used in

the "t" test
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Table 5: Analysis of Variance for 1/(Fill Time)

Source of variation Sum of Squares d.f. Mean square F -ratio Sig. level

MAIN EFFECTS .1535801 6 .0255967 6.206 .0007

rpm .0019604 1 .0019604 .475 .5053

spoke .0580352 1 .0580352 14.075 .0012

gating .0228053 1 .0228053 5.531 .0285

contact .0350230 .0175115 4.247 .0263

DSbottom .0020569 1 .0020569 .499 .4952

2-FACTOR INTERACTIONS .0830151 8 .0103769 2.517 .0431

rpm spoke .0077319 1 .0077319 1.875 .1854

rpm gating .0029763 1 .0029763 .722 .4141

spoke gating .0297254 1 .0297254 7.209 .0139

rpm contact .0166737 2 .0083368 2.022 .1574

gating contact .0000252 1 .0000252 .006 .9392

rpm DSbottom .0001077 1 .0001077 .026 .8748

gating DSbottom .0018668 1 .0018668 .453 .5155

RESIDUAL .0865908 21 .0041234

TOTAL (CORR.) .3231860 35

0 missing values have been excluded.
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Table 6: Means and Confidence Intervals for 1/(Fill Time)

Level Count

rpm

Average

Stnd. Error
(internal)

Stnd. Error
(pooled a)

95 Percent Confidence
for mean

60 18 .5548348 .0167774 .0151353 .5233517 .5863179

120 18

spoke
1.25 8

.5400761

.6320275

.0277178

.0433895

.0151353

.0227029

.5065931

.5848028

.5715592

.6792521

1.75 28

gating
0 20

.5232920

.5143181

.0138104

.0155222

.0121352

.0143586

.4980494

.4844506

.5485347

.5441855

1 16

contact
0.75 3

.5888772

.5708717

.0275542

.0169315

.0160534

.0227029

.5554844

.5236471

.6222701

.6180963

1 4 .4296480 .0244898 .0321067 .3628623 .4964337

1.25 24 .5592346 .0207065 .0131075 .5320195 .5865498

OSbottom
0 a .5342514 .0267172 .0227029 .4870268 .5814760

, 28

rpm by spoke
60 1.2 4

.5512281

.6150553

.0192937

.0267880

.0121352

.0321067

.5259854

.5482696

.5764707

.6818410

60 1.7 14 .5376289 .0179852 .0171618 .5019304 .5733274

120 1.2 4 .6489996 .0887472 .0321067 .5822139 .7157854

120 1.7 14

rpm by gating
60 0 10

.5089552

.5166490

.0209084

.0191871

.0171618

.0203061

.4732567

.4744100

.5446536

.5588880

60 1 8 .6025670 .0189885 .0227029 .5553423 .6497916

120 0 10 .5119871 .0254547 .0203061 .4697481 .5542261

120 1 8

spoke by gating
1.2 0 4

.5751875

.5346488

.0532892

.0262220

.0227029

.0321067

.S279628

.4678631

.6224121

.6014345

1.2 1 4 .7294061 .0421470 .0321067 .6626204 .7961918

1.7 0 16 .5092354 .0183982 .0160534 .4758425 .5426282

1.7 1 12

rpm by contact
60 0.7 4

.5420343

.5448493

.0205188

.0271112

.0185368

.0321067

.5034755

.4780635

.5805930

.6116350

60 1 2 .4636967 .0289141 .0454058 .3692474 .5581460

GO 1.2 12 .5733530 .0203221 .0185368 .5347942 .6119117

120 0.7 4 .5968941 .0123026 .0321067 .5301084 .6636799

120 1 2 .3955993 .0210674 .0454058 .3011500 .4900485

120 1.2 12

gating by contact
0 0.7 4

.5452163

.5622104

.0366610

.0340637

.0185368

.0321067

.5066575

.4954247

.5837761

.6239961

0 1 4 .4296480 .0244898 .0321067 .3628623 .4964337

0 1.2 12 .5265773 .0152706 .0185368 .4380185 .5551361

1 0.7 4 .5795330 .0112900 .0321067 .5127473 .6463180

1 1 0 .0000000 .0000000 .0000000 .0000000 .0000000

1 1.2 12

rpm by OSbottom
.5919920 .0369500 .0185363 .SC747-7, .6305507

SO 0 4 .5664350 .0445241 .0321067 .4996493 .5332207

60 1 14 .5515204 .0184051 .0171618 .5158219 .58721e9

120 0 4 .5020673 .0256551 .0321067 .4352321 .5608535

120 1 14

gating by OSbottom
0 0 4

.5509357

.5446814

.0347491

.0335267

.0171618

.0321067

.5152372

.4778957

.5866342

.6114671

0 1 16 .5067272 .0174950 .0160534 .4733344 .5401201

0 4 .5233214 .0462011 .0321067 .4570357 .5906071

1 12 .6105625 .0318649 .0185368 .5720037 .6491213

Total 36 .5474555 .0107022 .0107022 .5251936 .5697174
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Table 7: Analysis of Variance for Roughness

Source of variation Sum of Squares d.f. Mean square F-ratio Sig. le-ei

MAIN EFFECTS 4.1235656 6 .6872609 2.668 .0439

rpm 2.5281000 2.5281000 9.813 .0050

spoke .7612562 1 .7612562 2.955 .1003

gating .1339031 .1339031 .520 .4865

contact .4119565 .2059783 .799 .4628

DSbottom .0126563 .0126563 .049 .8291

2-FACTOR INTERACTIONS 5.4541500 .6817688 2.646 .0353

rpm spoke .0095062 .0095062 .037 .8515

rpm gating .8417531 .8417531 3.27 .0850

spoke gating 3.8710563 3.3710563 15.025 .0009

rpm contact .2140452 .1070226 .415 .6654

gating contact .5148063 .5148063 1.998 .1721

rpm OSbottom .0018063 .0018063 .007 .9349

gating DSbottom .8418063 .8418063 3.267 .0850

RESIDUAL 5.4103844 21 .2576374

TOTAL (CORR.) 14.988100 35

0 missing values have been excluded.
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Table 8: Means and Confidence Intervals for Roughness

Level Count

rpm

Average
Stnd. Error
(internal)

Stnd. Error
(pooled 3)

95 Percent Confidence
for mean

60 18 1.8400000 .1847662 .1196377 1.5911398 2.0888602

120 18

spoke
1.25 8

1.3100000

1.3287500

.0811196

.2498030

.1196377

.1794566

1.0611398

.9554596

1.5588602

1.7020404

1.75 28

gating
0 20

1.6453571

1.5065000

.1199090

.1095163

.0959236

.1134983

1.4458251

1.2704104

1.8448892

1.7425896

1 16

contact
0.75 8

1.6606250

1.4687500

.2063502

.1856306

.1268950

.1794566

1.3966689

1.0954596

1.9245811

1.3420404

1 4 1.4075000 .2673442 .2537899 .8795877 1.9354123

1.25 24 1.6383333 .1468383 .1036093 1.4228140 1.0533526

DSbottom
0 8 1.3212500 .1926918 .1794566 1.4479596 2.1945404

1 26

rpm by spoke
60 1.2 4

1.5046429

1.6400000

.1274760

.4031336

.0959236

.2537399

1.3051108

1.1120877

1.7041749

2.1679123

60 1.7 14 1.8971429 .2134294 .1356564 1.6149619 2.1793238

120 1.2 4 1.0175000 .2531921 .2537899 .4895877 1.5454123

120 1.7 14

rpm by gating
60 0 10

1.3935714

1.6120000

.0664782

.2147805

.1356564

.1605109

1.1113904

1.2781190

1.6757524

1.9458810

60 1 8 2.1250000 .3025192 .1794566 1.7517096 2.4982904

120 0 10 1.4010000 .0451282 .1605109 1.0671190 1.7348810

120 1 8

spoke by gating
1.2 0 4

1.1962500

1.7975000

.1713386

.3386831

.1794566

.2537899

.8229596

1.2695877

1.5695404

2.3254123

1.2 1 4 .8600000 .1732532 .2537899 .3320877 1.3879123

1.7 0 16 1.4337500 .1071948 .1268950 1.1607939 1.6977061

1.7 1 12

rpm by contact
60 0.7 4

1.9275000

1.6250000

.2208871

.3145764

.1465257

.2537899

1.6227097

1.0970877

2.2322903

2.1529123

60 1 2 , .3750000 .6250000 .3589132 .6284193 2.1215807

60 1.2 12 1.9891667 .2398436 .1465257 1.6843764 2.2939570

120 0.7 4 1.3125000 .2134781 .2537899 .7845877 1.8404123
120 1

,
. 1.4400000 .1900000 .3589132 .6934193 2.1865807

120 1.2 12

gating by contact
0 0.7 4

1 .2875000

1.3125000

.1013031

.1196784

.1465257

.2537899

.9827097

.7845877

1.5922903

1.8404123

0 1 4 1.4075000 .2673442 .2537899 .8795877 1.9354123

0 1.2 12 1.6041667 .1562799 .1465257 1.2993764 1.3089570

1 0.7 4 1.6250000 .3608439 .2537899 1.0970877 2.1529123

1 1 0 .0000000 .0000000 .0000000 .0000000 .0000000

1 1.2 12

rpm by DSbottom
60 0 4

1.6725000

2.2025000

.2559892

.2641141

.1465257

.2537899

1.3677087

1.6745877

1.9772903

' 7041"
60 1 14 1.7364286 .2215520 .1356564 1.4542476 2.0196096

120 0 4 1.4400000 .0813429 .2537399 .9120877 1.2673123

120 1 14

gating by DSbottom
0 0 4

1.2728571

1.7650000

.1007468

.2339748

.1356564_

.2537399

.9906762

1.2370377

1.5550331

2.2929123

0 1 16 1.4418750 .1164732 .1268950 1.1779189 1.7056311

1 0 4 1.8775000 .3008703 .2537398 1.3495877 2.4054123
. 1 12 1.5883333 .2594015 .1465257 1.2835430 1.8931236

Total 36 1.5750000 .0845966 .0845966 1.3990292 1.7509708



Table 9: Analysis of Variance for Oscillation

Source of variation Sum of Squares

63

d.f. Mean square F-ratio Sig. level

MAIN EFFECTS 1.5253906 .2542318 6.783 .0004

rpm .0156250 1 .0156250 .417 .5323

spoke .3164062 1 .3164062 8.442 .0085

gating .8613281 .8513231 22.980 .0001

contact .4742543 .2371271 6.327 .0071

DSbottom .0976563 .0976563 2.605 .1214

2-FACTOR INTERACTIONS .6093750 8 .0761719 2.032 .0923

rpm spoke .0976562 .0976562 2.605 .1214

rpm gating .0957031 .0957031 2.553 .1250

spoke gating .0351562 .0351562 .938 .3541

rpm contact .3378906 .1689453 4.507 .0235

gating contact .0976562 1 .0976552 2.605 .1214

rpm DSbottom .1914063 1 .1914063 5.107 .0346

gating DSbottom .0039062 1 .0039062 .104 .7534

RESIDUAL .7871094 21 .0374814

TOTAL (CORR.) 2.9218750 35

0 missing values have been excluded.
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Table 10: Means and Confidence Intervals for Oscillation

Level Count

rpm

Average
Stnd. Error
(internal)

Stnd. Error
(pooled s)

95 Percent Confidence
for mean

60 18 .4583333 .0707396 .0456322 .3634131 .5532536

120 18

spoke
1.25 8

.5000000

.3750000

.0670333

.0818317

.0456322

.0684483

.4050797

.2326196

.5949203

.5173804

1.75 28

gating
0 20

.5089286

.6250000

.0567561

.0462402

.0365872

.0432905

.4328230

.5349507

.5850341

.7150493

1 16

contact
0.75 8

.2968750

.3125000

.0692924

.1315261

.0484003

.0684483

.1961968

.1701196

.3975532

.4548804

1 4 .6250000 .1250000 .0968006 .4236437 .8263563

1.25 24 .5104167 .0509848 .0395187 .4282133 .5926200

DSbottom
0 8 .5000000 .0668153 .0684483 .3576196 .6423804

1 28
rpm by spoke
60 1.2 4

.4732143

.3750000

.0593997

.1613743

.0365872

.0968006

.3971088

.1736437

.5493198

.5763563

60 1.7 14 .4821429 .0806238 .0517421 .3745134 .5897723

120 1.2 4 .3750000 .0721688 .0968006 .1736437 .5763563

120 1.7 14

rpm by gating
60 0 10

.5357143

.5500000

.0822801

.0726483

.0517421

.0612221

.4280848

.4226511

.6433438

.6773489

60 1 8 .3437500 .1244407 .0684483 .2013696 .4861304

120 0 10 .7000000 .0500000 .0612221 .5726511 .8273489

120 1 8

spoke by gating
1.2 0 4

.2500000

.5625000

.0668153

.0625000

.0684483

.0968006

.1076196

.3611437

.3923804

.7638563

1.2 1 4 .1875000 .0625000 .0968006 -.0138563 .3888563

1.7 0 16 .6406250 .0557559 .0484003 .5399468 .7413032

1.7 1 12

rpm by contact
60 0.7 4

.3333333

.1375000

.0888336

.0625000

.0558878

.0968006

.2170802

-.0138563

.4495865

.3888563

60 1 2 L .5000000 .2500000 .1368967 .2152392 .7847608

60 1.2 12 .5416667 .0861274 .0558878 .4254135 .5579198

120 0.7 4 .4375000 .2576941 .0968006 .2361437 .6388563

120 1 2 .7500000 .0000000 .1368967 .4652332 1.0347608

120 1.2 12

gating by contact
0 0.7 4

.4791667

.5625000

.0572271

.1875000

.0558878

.0968006

.3629135

.3611437

.5954198

.7638563

0 1 4 .6250000 .1250000 .0968006 .4236437 .8263563

0 1.2 12 .6458333 .0371618 .0558878 .5295802 .7620865

1 0.7 4 .0625000 .0625000 .0968006 -.1388563 .2638563

1 1 0 .0000000 .0000000 .0000000 .0000000 .0000000

1 1.2 12

rpm by OSbottom
60 0 4

.3750000

.4375000

.0784557

.1196784

.0558878

.0968006

.2587469

.2331437

.4912531

.6388563

60 1 14 .4642857 .0863529 .0517421 .3566562 .5718152

120 0 4 .5625000 .0625000 .0968006 .3611437 .7638563

120 1 14

gating by OSbottom
3 0 4

.4821429

.6250000

.0847762

.0721688

.0517421

.0968006

.3745134

.4236437

.5897723

.3263563

0 1 16 .6250000 .0559017 .0484003 .5243218 .7256782

1 0 4 .3750000 .0721688 .0968006 .1735437 .5753563

. 12 .2708333 .0894974 .0558878 .1545802 .3870865

Total 36 .4791667 .0322669 .0322669 .4120479 .5462854
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Table 11: Analysis of Variance for Jetting

Source of variation Sum of Squares d.f. Mean square F-ratio Sig. level

MAIN EFFECTS 3.1990017 6 .5331670 15.452 .0000

rpm .1111111 1 .1111111 3.220 .0871

spoke .1406250 .1406250 4.075 .0565

gating 2.6738281 1 2.6738281 77.491 .0000

contact .0083452 .0041726 .121 .8867

OSbottom .0625000 1 .0625000 1.811 .1927

2-FACTOR INTERACTIONS .3263889 8 .0407986 1.182 .3550

rpm spoke .0156250 1 .0156250 .453 .5154

rpm gating .0488281 1 .0488281 1.415 .2475

spoke gating .1406250 1 .1406250 4.075 .0565

rpm contact .0992543 2 .0496271 1.438 .2593

gating contact .0039062 1 .0039062 .113 .7434

rpm OSbottom .0625000 1 .0625000 1.811 .1927

gating OSbottom .0156250 1 .0156250 .453 .5154

RESIDUAL .7246094 21 .0345052

TOTAL (CORR.) 4.2500000 35

0 missing values have been excluded.
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Table 12: Means and Confidence Intervals for Jetting

Level Count

rpm

Average
Stnd. Error
(internal)

Stnd. Error
(pooled 5)

95 Percent Confidence
for mean

60 13 .3883889 .0952770 .0437831 .2978151 .4799627

120 18

spoke
1.25 8

.2777778

.4062500

.0666939

.1562500

.0437831

.0656746

.1867040

.2696393

.3688510

.5428607

1.75 28

gating
0 20

.3125000

.5875000

.0611629

.0581372

.0351045

.0415363

.2394785

.5010998

.3855215

.6739002

1 16

contact
0.75 8

.0156250

.2500000

.0156250

.1250000

.0464389

.0656746

-.0809733

.1133893

.1122233

.3866107

1 4 .5625000 .1572882 .0928779 .3693033 .7556967

1.25 24 .3229167 .0713470 .0379172 .2440444 .4017889

DSbottom
0 8 .3437500 .1244407 .0656746 .2071393 .4803607

1 28

rpm by spoke
60 1.2 4

.3303571

.4375000

.0668816

.2576941

.0351045

.0928779

.2573357

.2443033

.4033786

.6306967

60 1.7 14 .3750000 .1040063 .0496453 .2717320 .4782680

120 1.2 4 .3750000 .2165064 .0928779 .1818033 .5681967

120 1.7 14

rpm by gating
60 0 10

.2500000

.6750000

.0641941

.0989529

.0496453

.0587411

.1467320

.5528117

.3532680

.7971883

60 1 8 .0312500 .0312500 .0656746 -.1053607 .1678607

120 0 10 .5000000 .0527046 .0587411 .3778117 .6221883

120 1 8

spoke by gating
1.2 0 4

.0000000

.8125000

.0000000

.0625000

.0656746

.0928779

-.1366107

.6193033

.1366107

1.0056967

1.2 1 4 .0000000 .0000000 .0928779 -.1931967 .1931967

1.7 0 16 .5312500 .0640434 .0464389 .4346517 .6278483

1.7 1 12

rpm by contact
60 0.7 4

.0208333

.3750000

.0208333

.2393568

.0536231

.0928779

-.0907088

.1818033

.1323755

.5681967

60 1 2 .6250000 .3750000 .1313492 .3517786 .8982214

60 1.2 12 .3541667 .1128921 .0536231 .2426245 .4657088

120 0.7 4 .1250000 .0721688 -.0928779 -.0681967 .3181967

120 1 2 ,. .5000000 .0000000 .1313492 .2267786 .7732214

120 1.2 12

gating by contact
0 0.7 4

.2916667

.5000000

.0914598

.1767767

.0536231

.0928779

.1801245

.3068033

.4032088

.6931967

0 1 4 .5625000 .1572882 .0928779 .3693033 .7556967

0 1.2 12 .6250000 .0652791 .0536231 .5134578 .736542 2

1 0.7 4 .0000000 .0000000 .0928779 -.1931967 .1931967

I 1 0 .0000000 .0000000 .0000000 .0000000 .0000000

1 1.2 12

rpm by DSbottom
60 0 4

.0208333

.4375000

.0208333

.2134781

.0536231

.0928779

-.0907088

.2443033

.1323765

.6306967

60 1 14

120 0 4

.3750000

.2500000
.1104126
.1443376

.0496453

.0928779

.2717320

.0568033
.4782600
.4431967

120 1 14

gating by DSbottom
0 0 4

.2857143

.6250000

.0779949

.1250000

.0496453

.0928779

.1824463

.4318033

.3889823

.3181967

0 1 16 .5781250 .0673871 .0464389 .4816267 .6747233

1 0 4 .0625000 .0625000 .0928779 -.1306967 .2556967

1 1 12 .0000000 .0000000 .0536231 -.1115422

Total 36 .3333333 .0309593 .0309593 .2689344 .3977322
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Table 13: Analysis of Variance for Bubbles

Source of variation Sum of Squares d.f. Mean square F-ratio Sig. level

MAIN EFFECTS 6.0097656 6 1.0016276 37.009 .0000

rpm .0625000 1 .0625000 2.309 .1435

spoke .3164063 1 .3164063 11.691 .0026

gating 5.0800781 1 5.0800781 137.701 .0000

contact .0044389 2 .0022195 .082 .9216

DSbottom .0156250 1 .0156250 .577 .4638

2-FACTOR INTERACTIONS .9843750 8 .1230469 4.546 .0025

rpm spoke .0976563 .0976563 3.608 .0713

rpm gating .1582031 .1582031 5.845 .0248

spoke gating .4726562 .4726562 17.464 .0004

rpm contact .0001776 .0000888 .003 .9967

gating contact .0000000 .0000000 .000 1.0000

rpm OSbottom .0156250 .0156250 .577 .4638

gating OSbottom .0156250 .0156250 .577 .4638

RESIDUAL .5683594 21 .0270647

TOTAL (CORR.) 7.5625000 35

0 missing values have been excluded.
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Table 14: Means and Confidence Intervals for Bubbles

Level Count

rpm

Average
Stnd. Error
(internal)

Stnd. Error
(pooled s)

95 Percent Confidence
for mean

60 13 .4166667 .1161051 .0387762 .3360076 .4973257

120 18

spoke
1.25 8

.3333333

.2187500

.1050210

.1288471

.0387762

.0581643

.2526743

.0977615

.4139924

.3397385

1.75 28

gating
0 20

.4196429

.0250000

.0918771

.0172062

.0310902

.0367864

.3549718

-.0515199

.4843140

.1015199

1 16

contact
0.75 8

.8125000

.5000000

.0898494

.1889822

.0411284

.0581643

.7269482

.3790115

.8980513

.6209885

1 4 .0625000 .0625000 .0822568 -.1086036 .2336036

1.25 24 .3854167 .0951486 .0335812 .3155639 .4552694

DSbottom
0 3 .4375000 .1751912 .0581643 .3165115 .5E84885

1 28

rpm by spoke
60 1.2 4

.3571429

.3750000

.0876167

.2393568

.0310902

.0822568

.2924710

.2038964

.4213140

.5461036

60 1.7 14 .4285714 .1372527 .0439681 .3371127 .5200302

120 1.2 4 .0625000 .0625000 .0822568 -.1086036 .2336036
120 1.7 14

rpm by gating
60 0 10

.4107143

.0000000

.1273330

.0000000

.0439681

.0520238

.3192555

-.1082154

.5021730

.1082154

60 1 8 .9375000 .0625000 .0581643 .8165115 1.0584885
120 0 10 .0500000 .0333333 .0520238 -.0582154 .1582154

120 1 8

spoke by gating
1.2 0 4

.6875000

.0625000

.1619496

.0625000

.0581643

.0822568

.5665115

-.1086036

.8084885

.2336036
1.2 1 4 .3750000 .2393568 .0822568 .2038964 .5461036

1.7 0 16 .0156250 .0156250 .0411234 -.0639268 .1011768

1.7 1 12

rpm by contact
60 0.7 4

.9583333

.5000000

.0416667

.2386751

.0474910

.0822568

.8595466

.3238964

1.0571201

.6711036

60 1 2 . .0000000 .0000000 .1163287 -.2419771 .2419771

60 1.2 12 .4583333 .1437398 .0474910 .3595466 .5571201

120 0.7 4 .5000000 .2886751 .0822568 .3288364 .6711036
120 1 '. .1250000 .1250000 .1163237 -.1163771 .3663771

120 1.2 12

gating by contact
0 0.7 4

.3125000

.0000000

.1273454

.0000000

.0474910

.0822568

.2137133

-.1711036

.4112867

.1711036

0 1 4 .0625000 .0625000 .0822568 -.1086036 .2336036
0 1.2 12 .0208333 .0208333 .0474910 -.0779534 .1196201

1 0.7 4 1.0000000 .0000000 .0822568 .8288964 1.1711036
1 1 0 . .0000000 .0000000 .0000000 .0000000 .0000000
1 1.2 12

rpm by DSbottom
60 0 4

.7500000

.5000000

.1151415

.2886751

.0474910

.0822563

.6512133

.3233964

.8487867

.5711036

60 1 14 .3928571 .1302847 .0439681 .3013984 .4843159

120 0 4 .3750000 .2393568 .0822568 .2033964 .E461036

120 1 14

gating by DSbottom
0 0 4

.3214286

.0000000

.1213154

.0000000

.0439681

.0822568

.2299698

-.1711036

.4128373

.1711036

0 1 16 .0312500 .0213478 .0411284 -.0543018 .1168010
1 0 4 .3750000 .1250000 .0822563 .7033964 1.0461036
1 1 12 .7916667 .1144541 .0474910 .6928799 .8904534

Total 36 .3750000 .0274189 .0274189 .3179655 .4320345
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Table 15: Analysis of Variance for Surface Waves

Source of variation Sum of Squares d. f. Mean square F-ratio Sig. level

MAIN EFFECTS 1.2708333 6 .2118056 3.430 .0161

rpm .6267361 1 .6267361 10.149 .0044

spoke .0039063 1 .0039063 .063 .8065

gating .5000000 1 .5000000 8.096 .0097

contact .0184659 2 .0092330 .150 .8620

OSbottom .0351563 1 .0351563 .569 .4669

2-FACTOR INTERACTIONS .5763889 8 .0720486 1.167 .3635

rpm spoke .0039062 .0039062 .063 .8065

rpm gating .2812500 .2812500 4.554 .0448

spoke gating .0976563 .0976563 1.581 .2224

rpm contact .0653409 .0326705 .529 .5968

gating contact .0625000 .0625000 1.012 .3259

rpm OSbottom .0039062 .0039062 .063 .8065

gating DSbottom .1914063 .1914063 3.099 .0929

RESIDUAL 1.2968750 21 .0617560

TOTAL (CORR.) 3.1440972 35

0 missing values have been excluded.
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Table 16: Means and Confidence Intervals for Surface Waves

Level Count

rpm

Average
Stnd. Error
(internal>

Stnd. Error
(pooled s>

95 Percent Confidence
for mean

60 13 .4722222 .0830606 .0585738 .3503320 .5940624
120 18

spoke
1.25 8

.2083333

.3437500

.0364364

.0937500

.0585738

.0878607

.0864932

.1609897

.3301735

.5255103
1.75 28

gating
0 20

.3392857

.2250000

.0592254

.0401478

.0469635

.0555680

.2415962

.1094123

.4369752

.3405877
1 16

contact
0.75 8

.4843750

.3750000

.0897588

.0944911

.0621269

.0878607

.3551440

.1922397

.6136060

.5577603
1 4 .1875000 .0625000 .1242537 -.0709620 .4459620
1.25 24 .3541667 .0671574 .0507264 .2486500 .4596834

DSbottom
0 3 .4062500 .1049819 .0878607 .2234897 .5390103
1 28

rpm by spoke
60 1.2 4

.3214286

.5000000

.0572997

.1020621

.0469635

.1242537

.2237391

.2415380

.4191180

.7584620
60 1.7 14 .4642857 .1043595 .0664164 .3261319 .6024395
120 1.2 4 .1875000 .1196784 .1242537 -.0709620 .4459620
120 1.7 14

rpm by gating
60 0 10

.2142857

.2750000

.0357143

.0692219

.0664164

.0785850

.0761319

.1115343

.3524395

.4384657
60 1 8 .7187500 .1198725 .0878607 .5359897 .9015103
120 0 10 .1750000 .0381881 .0785850 .0115343 .3384657
120 1 8

spoke by gating
1.2 0 4

.2500000

.2500000

.0668153

.1020621

.0878607

.1242537

.067297

-.0084620

.4327603

.5084620
1.2 1 4 .4375000 .1572882 .1242537 .1790380 .6959620
1.7 0 16 .2187500 .0449247 .0621269 .0895190 .3479810
1.7 1 12

rpm by contact
60 0.7 4

.5000000

.4375000

.1109532

.1375000

.0717379

.1242537

.3507769

.1790380

.6492231

.6959620
60 1 2 .2500000 .0000000 .1757213 -.1155205 .6155205
60 1.2 12 .5208333 .1086171 .0717379 .3716102 .6700565
120 0.7 4 .3125000 .0625000 .1242537 .0540380 .5709620
120 1 2 .1250000 .1250000 .1757213 -.2405205 .4905205
120 1.2 12

gating by contact
0 0.7 4

.1875000

.2500000

.0448588

.0000000

.0717379

.1242537

.0382769

-.0084620

.3367231

.5084620
0 1 4 .1875000 .0625000 .1242537 -.0709620 .4459620
0 1.2 12 .2291667 .0649762 .0717379 .0799435 .3783898
1 0.7 4 .5000000 .1767767 .1242537 .2415380 .7584620
1 1 0 .0000000 .0000000 .0000000 .0000000 .0000000
1 1.2 12

rpm by DSbottom
60 0 4

.4791667

.5625000

.1086171

.1375000

.0717379

.1242537

.3299435

.3040380

.6283898

.0209620
60 1 14 .4464286 .0951379 .0664164 .3082743 .5845823
120 0 4 .2500000 .0000000 .1242537 -.0084620 .5084620
120 1 14

gating by DSbottom
0 0 4 .,

0 1 16

.1964286

.3750000

.1875000

.0467235

.1250000

.0360844

.0664164

.1242537

.0621269

.0582748

.1165380

.0582690

.3345823

.8334620

.3167310
I 0 4 .4375000 .1375000 .1242537 .1790380 .6959620
1 1 12 .5000000 .1066004 .0717379 .3507769 .6492231

Total 36 .3402778 .0414179 .0414179 .2541238 .4264318
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Table 17: Analysis of Variance for Breaking Waves

Source of variation Sum of Squares d.f. Mean square F-ratio Sig. level

MAIN EFFECTS 3.5410156 6 .5901693 9.078 .0001

rpm .3906250 1 .3906250 6.009 .0231

spoke .3906250 1 .3906250 6.009 .0231

gating 2.1269531 1 2.1269531 32.717 .0000

contact .0797230 2 .0398615 .613 .5511

DSbottom .0039063 1 .0039063 .060 .8113

2-FACTOR INTERACTIONS 1.3906250 8 .1738281 2.674 .0338

rpm spoke .0000000 1 .0000000 .000 1.0000

rpm gating .0175781 .0175781 .270 .6140

spoke gating 1.0000000 1 1.0000000 15.382 .0008

rpm contact .0300071 2 .0150036 .231 .7959

gating contact .0156250 1 .0156250 .240 .6342

rpm OSbottom .0976563 1 .0976563 1.502 .2339

gating OSbottom .0976563 1 .0976563 1.502 .2339

RESIDUAL 1.3652344 21 .0650112

TOTAL (CORR.) 6.2968750 35

0 missing values have been excluded.
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Table 18: Means and Confidence Intervals for Breaking Waves

Level Count

rpm

Average
Stnd. Error
(internal)

Stnd. Error
(pooled s)

95 Percent Confidence
for mean

60 13 .4166667 .1143324 .0600977 .2916566 .5416760

120 18

spoke
1.25 8

.2083333

.1250000

.0789277

.0944911

.0600977

.0901465

.0833232

-.0625151

.3333434

.3125151

1.75 28

gating
0 20

.3660714

.0750000

.0847910

.0516185

.0481853

.0570137

.2658404

-.0435950

.4663025

.1935950

1 16

contact
0.75 8

.6093750

.3750000

.1069676

.1829813

.0637432

.0901465

.4767818

.1374849

.7419682

.5625151

1 4 .0000000 .0000000 .1274864 -.2651864 .2651864

1.25 24 .3437500 .0848759 .0520461 .2354881 .4520119

DSbottom
0 8 .4687500 .1526368 .0901465 .2312349 .6562651
1 28

rpm by spoke
60 1.2 4

.2678571

.1875000

.0791913

.1875000

.0481853

.1274864

.1576261

-.0776864

.3680882

.4526864

60 1.7 14 .4821429 .1348185 .0681444 .3403947 .6238910

120 1.2 4 .0625000 .0625000 .1274864 -.2026864 .3276864

120 1.7 14

rpm by gating
60 0 10

.2500000

.1500000

.0980581

.1000000

.0681444

.0806295

.1082519

-.0177186

.3917481

.3177186

60 1 3 .7500000 .1636634 .0901465 .5624849 .9375151

120 0 10 .0000000 .0000000 .0806295 -.1677186 .1677186

120 1 8

spoke by gating
1.2 0 4

.4687500

.1875000

.1288471

.1875000

.0901465

.1274864

.2812349

-.0776864

.6562651

.4526864

1.2 1 4 .0625000 .0625000 .1274864 -.2026864 .3276864

1.7 0 16 .0468750 .0468750 .0637432 -.0857182 .1794682

1.7 1 12

rpm by contact
60 0.7 4

.7916667

.5000000

.0914598

.2886751

.0736043

.1274864

.6385612

.2348136

.9447721

.7651864

60 1 2 .0000000 .0000000 .1802930 -.3750303 .3750303

60 1.2 '12 .4583333 .1404583 .0736043 .3052279 .6114388

120 0.7 4 .2500000 .2500000 .1274864 -.0151864 .5151864
120 1 2 ,_ .0000000 .0000000 .1802930 -.3750303 .3750303

120 1.2 12

gating by contact
0 0.7 4

.2291667

.0000000

.0894974

.0000000

.0736043

.1274864

.0760612

-.2651864

.3822721

.2651864

0 1 4 .0000000 .0000000 .1274864 -.2651864 .2651864

0 1.2 12 .1250000 .0842750 .0736043 -.0281055 .2781055
1 0.7 4 .7500000 .2500000 .1274864 .4848136 1.3151864

1 1 0 .0000000 .0000000 .0000000 .0000000 .0000000
1 1.2 12

rpm by DSbottom
60 0 , 4

.5625000

.6875000

.1196784

.2366212

.0736043

.1274864

.4093945

.4223136

.7156055

.9526864

50 1 14 .3392857 . .1273330 .0681444 .1975376 .4810338

120 0 4 .2500000 .1443376 .1274864 -.0151864 .5151864

120 1 14

gating by DSbottom
0 0 4

.1964286

.1875000

.0951379

.1875000

.0681444

.1274864

.0546805

-.0776864

.3331767

.4520864

0 I 16 .0468750 .0468750 .0637432 -.0857182 .1794682

1 0 4 .7500000 .1443376 .1274864 .4348136 1.0151864
1 1 12 .5625000 .1345764 .0736043 .4093945 .7156055

Total 36 .3125000 .0424955 .0424955 .2241045 .4008955
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Appendix E: Detailed Description of Results

This appendix gives a detailed description of all

significant main effects and second order trends. These

trends are graphed in Figs. 9-23. There are one, two, or

three trend lines (solid) on each of these figures whose

endpoints are lettered for easier interpretation of the

trends. There is a 95% probability that the true mean of

the sample lies between the set of dashed lines above and

below each of the trend lines. The spread of these dashed

lines from the solid trend lines reflects the variance of

the sample as well which reflects the number and spread of

data points taken for the sample.

If a 2-factor interaction was present, it implied

that any main effects associated with the variables

involved needed to be examined more closely. For example,

the 2-factor interaction of gating style and spoke diameter

are plotted for 1/(fill time) in Fig. 9. From the analysis

of variance a significant main effect was calculated

stating that 1/(fill time) was greater for 1.25" spokes

than 1.75" spokes. By looking at Fig. 9, it can be seen

than this effect is caused by only the data from center

gated mold runs. The fill times of side gated molds were

not influenced by spoke diameter. It would be incorrect to

state that the main effect was true when the trend only

occurred in center gated molds.

Trends

Spokes with a 1.25" diameter filled center gated

molds faster than side gated molds (A > C in Fig. 9). When

the larger 1.75" spokes were used, fill times of side and

center gated molds were not significantly different (B = C
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in Fig. 9. A possible explanation for these trends is

that, because the side gated molds filled asymmetrically,

fluid escaped form the vents at the greater radius end of

the mold before the entire mold was full. This gave an

increased fill time for side gated molds. Center gated

molds did not have fluid escaping from vents during the

fill since they filled symmetrically. Their fill times

were not affected.

Center gated molds were filled faster by 1.25"

spokes than by 1.75" spokes (A > B, Fig. 9). Fill times of

side gated molds were not affected by spoke diameter (C =

D, Fig. 9). There are two possible factors influencing

this trend in center gated molds.

1). Fluid moved more quickly through 1.25" spokes

than through 1.75" spokes because, for a given amount of

fluid, the smaller spokes would be filled to a greater head

than the larger spokes, causing a greater flow rate into

the molds.

2). The second influence for different fill times

for the two spoke diameters is the possible affect of air

bubbles intermixed with the fluid, lowering the fluid flow

rate entering the molds. The larger 1.75" spokes held a

larger volume of air than the 1.25" spokes did. When the

downsprue filled with fluid at the beginning of the pour,

that amount of air was trapped in the spokes and gating.

Side molds were not effected by the trapped air because

their asymmetric filling allowed one gate contact to remain

open during part of the fill. This allowed air to escape

before it was forced to move through the fluid in the

molds. Center gated molds were influenced by bubbles

because all of their gate contacts were filled with fluid

immediately, forcing trapped air to floW through the fluid

in the molds.
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Molds with 1" gate contacts filled faster than molds

with either .75" or 1.25" gate contacts (B < A, B < C in

Fig. 10). There was no significant difference in fill time

between molds with .75" and 1.25" gate contacts (A = C,

Fig. 10). This main effect is the opposite of what was

expected. The 1" gate contacts appeared only with the side

gated style of molds. There was a significant trend for

center gated molds to fill faster than side gated molds

(with 1.25" spokes). Since the 1" gate contact was only

represented by a side gated mold, its average fill time was

not increased by data from a center gated mold test, so it

was expected that the fill time of molds with 1" gate

contacts would have been lower than fill times of .75" and

1.25" gate contacted molds.

Pours made at 120 rpm showed less roughness (Fig.

11) and breaking waves (Fig. 12) than 60 rpm pours (B < A,

for both figures). A possible explanation for this main

effect is that the greater centrifugal force exerted on the

fluid at 120 rpm compared to 60 rpm made the fluid in the

molds more closely maintain the constant radius profile,

smoothing out waves and oscillations.

Center gated molds showed less jetting (Fig. 13) and

oscillation (Fig. 14) than side gated molds (B < A, for

both figures). A possible explanation for this main effect

is that the fluid moved through the gate contacts of side

gated molds faster than those in center gated molds. Both

jetting and oscillation were likely caused by this high

velocity fluid entering the part. The difference in fluid

velocities was caused because the fluid was slowed down

more in the tee of center gating than in the elbow in side

gating (typical loss coefficients for a tee and elbow are
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RPM

Figure 11: Main Effect of RPM on Roughness

RPM

Figure 12: Main Effect of RPM on Breaking Waves
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1.5 and .75, respectively [13]). Adding to this trend, the

flow was kept in one gating channel in the side gated

molds, while it was divided into two for center gated

molds. This gave less cross-sectional area for flow in the

side gated molds causing a greater flow velocity entering

the part and more jetting and oscillation.

Pours completed with 1.25" spokes showed less

oscillation (Fig. 15) and bubbles (Fig. 16) than pours with

1.75" spokes (A < B, for both figures). There are two

possible explanations for this main effect.

1). The oscillation was caused by bursts or slugs

of fluid entering the part, interspaced with air bubbles.

The 1.75" spokes has more oscillation than the 1.25" spokes

because more air was trapped in their greater volume. This

explanation would not account for the greater oscillation

of side gated molds with the 1.75" spokes than the 1.25"

spokes since air was allowed to escape from clear,

unflooded gate contacts.

2). The oscillation was caused by higher velocity

fluid entering the mold. The total kinetic energy of the

fluid entering molds filled by 1.25" spokes would be less

than those filled with 1.75" spokes because of the greater

frictional losses associated with the smaller spoke.

Side gated molds showed fewer bubbles than center

gated molds (A < B, Fig. 17). A possible explanation for

this main effect is that, because of asymmetric filling,

air trapped in the gating of side gated molds was allowed

to escape through an open gate contact instead of being

forced through the fluid in the mold. In center gated

molds, all of the gate contacts were filled with fluid

immediately, forcing trapped air to flow through the fluid

in the mold, causing bubbles.
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Side gated molds filled less roughly than center

gated molds when a 1.75" spoke was used (D < B, Fig. 18).

Center gated molds filled less roughly than side gated

molds when a 1.25" spoke was used (A < C, Fig. 18). No

explanations for this trend were developed. The roughness

rating was a combination of all of the flow characteristics

so trends in roughness were difficult to explain.

The roughness rating (Fig. 18), amount of bubbles

(Fig. 19), and occurrence of breaking waves (Fig. 20) for

center gated molds were greater with 1.75" spokes than with

1.25" spokes (B > A, for Figs. 18, 19 & 20). For side

gated molds, all three of these parameters were not

significantly effected by increased spoke diameter (C = D,

for all three figures). A possible explanation for this

trend is that the 1.75" spokes held a larger volume of air

than the 1.25" spokes. When the downsprue was filled with

fluid, the larger amount of trapped air in the 1.75" spokes

caused more bubbles to rise through the molds resulting in

more breaking waves and a higher roughness rating. Air was

able to escape from side gated molds before all gate

contacts were submerged so bubbles and breaking waves were

not a problem.

Side gated molds showed less breaking waves than

center gated molds when a 1.75" spoke was used (D < B, Fig.

20). There was no significant difference in the amount of

breaking waves between the gating styles when a 1.25" spoke

was used (A = C, Fig. 20). A possible explanation for this

trend is that the breaking waves were caused by bubbles

rising through the fluid in the mold. Side gated molds

showed significantly less bubbles and therefore, less

breaking waves. The 1.75" spokes captured more air than

did the 1.25" spokes, forcing more air into the molds and
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causing the breaking waves to occur more often when the

1.75" spokes were used.

Side gated molds showed less surface waves than

center gated molds at 60 rpm (C < A, Fig. 21). There was

no significant difference in the occurrence of surface

waves between the side and center gating at 120 rpm

(B = D, Fig. 21). A possible explanation for this trend is

that surface waves were linked to bubble formation.

Bubbles occurred primarily in center gated molds, so

surface waves also followed this trend. The faster

rotation rate damped waves more than the 60 rpm rate

because more centrifugal force was applied to the fluid.

Surface waves (Fig. 21) and bubbles (Fig. 22) were

less for center gated molds at 120 rpm than at 60 rpm (B <

A, for both figures). For side gated molds, these two

parameters were not significantly effected by changing rpm

(C = D, for both figures). A possible explanation for this

trend is that the higher rpm damped the waves present in

the molds. Side gated molds allowed air to escape before

it was trapped and forced through the fluid in the mold.

For this reason, the side gated molds were not troubled by

bubbles.

Oscillation in molds with .75" gate contacts was

greater at 120 rpm than at 60 rpm (B > A, Fig. 23.

Oscillation was not significantly affected by rpm for molds

with 1" and 1.25" gate contacts (C = D, E = F, Fig. 23). A

possible explanation for this trend is that the smaller

(.75") gate contact in combination with the higher flow

rate present at higher (120) rpm gave a greater fluid

velocity entering the molds and more fluid oscillation than

with the larger gate contacts and lower rpm.
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Oscillation was more prominent in 1" gate contacted

molds than .75" and 1.25" gate contacted molds at 120 rpm

(D > B, D > F, Fig. 23). The .75" and 1.25" contact sizes

were similar in oscillation at 120 rpm (B = F, Fig. 23). A

possible explanation for this trend is that the 1" gate

contact appeared only on the side gating style of molds.

Since there was a significant trend for more oscillation in

side gated molds than in center gated molds, the 1" gate

contact sample for oscillation was not lowered by data from

center gated molds.

Oscillation was less prominent in .75" gate

contacted molds than 1" and 1.25" gate contacted molds at

60 rpm (A > C, A > E, Fig. 23). The 1" and 1.25" contact

sizes were similar in oscillation at 120 rpm (C = E, Fig.

23) .
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Appendix F: Detailed Description of the Test Procedure

A specific testing procedure was followed during

each run. The steps taken fall in three categories; the

set up, the run, and the clean up.

Set up

Record a panel onto the video tape showing

settings of variables, time, date, etc..

Locate camera, mirrors and lights above mold

Fill crucible with water (21.61)

Run

Turn on lights

Focus camera, set to 1.500 shutter speed

Start recording

Cover equipment with shroud

Start rotation of tub

Let tub come up to desired speed

Pour fluid from crucible

Stop tub rotation

Clean up

Uncover tub

Turn off camera

Drain the test fluid into a storage tank

Rinse everything with clean water

Clean off mirrors
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Appendix G: How to View the Video Tapes

With the mirrors oriented as in Fig. 4, the

orientation of the mold in the resulting videos is

difficult to visualize. Figure 24 gives a view of the mold

with labeled front, top, and side views. These labels are

then shown as they would appear in the video; forward,

backward, right side up or upside down.
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Appendix H: Drawings of Apparatus and Picture of

Support Structure.

The following figures are dimensioned versions of

figures appearing else where in the report. Also included

is a photograph of the steel structure that supported the

camera, mirrors and lights.
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Figure 29: Dimensioned Top View of Reoriented Mold
in Position
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Figure 31: Photograph of the Structure Supporting the
Camera, Mirrors, and Lights
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Appendix I: Literature Search

Analytical and Computer Modeling Techniques

The technique used to model fluid flow is determined

by the type of flow and the extent of information desired

about the flow. Three basic techniques were described in

the literature reviewed: Bernoulli's [2] and Saint-Venant

[2] equations, for gross characteristics in closed conduit

and open channel flow respectively; and the Navier-Stokes

equations [2,3,4,5], for detailed information on flow in

complex mold configurations.

The Bernoulli's equation is a momentum equation that

applies to steady flow in closed conduits (full runners).

It relates fluid mean velocity, pressure, potential energy,

frictional and geometric head losses. It is useful in

identifying the choke point in a flow system, and flow

distribution between multiple runners. This equation is

useful for preliminary calculations since it does not

require computer solution.

The Saint-Venant equation is based on the energy

balance principle and applies in steady or transient open

channel flow. It relates mean velocity, hydraulic radius,

fluid surface and channel bottom slopes, channel roughness,

and fluid depth. Along with determining gross flow

characteristics, it is useful in determining whether

runners are pressurized.

The Navier-Stokes equations use the momentum balance

principles and apply to both closed conduit and open

channel flow and may be modified for turbulent as well as

laminar flow. They give detailed flow characteristics such
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as velocity profiles, eddy current formation, and surface

profiles. These equations are typically solved by computer

finite element analysis in the form of the "marker-and-

cell" technique. This technique involves assigning markers

to fluid units as they enter a cavity. These markers

remain with the fluid unit during the duration of the

analysis and give detailed information about the flow.

Possible Experimental Procedures

The following experimental procedures have turned up

in the literature search. They fall in two major

categories; transparent mold experiments, and opaque mold

experiments. Each method has its advantages and

disadvantages as listed below.

Viewing Fluid Flow Through a Transparent Mold

This techniques has been used to observe many

different flow characteristics including flow velocity

distribution, eddy currents, and basic type of flow (open

channel or closed conduit flow, turbulent or laminar).

This modeling technique seem to be especially good for

visualizing detailed flow characteristics.

Three methods of constructing transparent molds have

been found. Molds have been cast around a removable

pattern either as a block or a thin shell [6], fabricated

out of plexiglass [5], or milled from plexiglass slabs [7].

In scale models, for cases of open channel flow the Froude

numbers of the original situations were maintained and

where closed conduit flow was observed, Reynolds numbers

were conserved.
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In flow visualization studies, the fluids were

either water of plastic resin. In both cases, the fluids

were modified to have similar density and wetting

characteristics to those modeled.

Several techniques have been used to visualize flow

in clear models. One method used completely dyed fluid

[6]. In this method, flow was filmed under intense all-

around lighting with a movie camera. This technique gave

only gross visualization of the flow. A second technique

used slit lighting to visualize flow in a single plan [5].

It was unclear how the flow characteristics were recorded.

Another experiment used three different methods to

visualize flow [7]. The first involved injecting several

streams of dye into the flow. Again, it is unclear what

method was used to record flow characteristics. This

method is probably most useful in laminar flow, but it

could be used in turbulent flow if the injection points are

close to the areas of interest. In the next method,

polystyrene microspheres coated with fluorescent dye were

suspended in the liquid, illuminated with uv light and

photographed by short duration, still photography. This

method is probably most useful for laminar flow. The final

method involved photographing path lines made by laser

light scattered from silicon carbide particles which had

been added to the experimental fluid. Particles in a

single plane were illuminated by passing a laser beam

through a cylindrical lens which fanned the beam into a

thin sheet of light. This method gave very clear pictures

of flow lines and eddies.
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Viewing Fluid Flow Through an Opaque Mold

This technique has been used mainly in visualizing

flow type (open channel or closed conduit). It has the

advantage of using the actual metal, but detailed flow

characteristics and velocity profiles cannot be seen.

In one experiment, the actual wave front of molten

metal was seen by passing an X-ray beam through a mold onto

a fluorescent screen [3]. The image of the metal front was

monitored and recorded by TV camera and video tape. This

method does not give detailed information about the flow

and requires the use of a casting facility.

Closely related to the above experiment, but

involving a modeling liquid instead of molten metal, is one

where filling time of the mold is evaluated [8]. In this

experiment, electrical sensors were placed at various

locations in a ceramic shell. These sensors detected when

the electrolytic fluid passed them. This method has the

same restriction as the X-ray fluorescence technique in

that only gross fluid flow characteristics may be seen.


